










considered in designing a plunge basin for dissipating 4. Effect of the angle of penetration. - The signifi- 
the energy of a jet from a slidegate or valve. came of the angle of penetration was evaluated by 

holding constant the total eneray head of the jet, the 
tailwater depth, and the diameter of the jet while 

APPLlCATlON . varying the jet velocity head at the outlet and the dro 
from the outlet to the tailwater surface. The resul 

The relationships determined by these studie observations revealed-that for all three basin dim 
calculation of plunge basin dimensions for feasibiliw sions (length, width, and depth) there exists an angle at 
designs or for final designs of smaller structures where . which 'their values are maximized. The maximizing 
marginal performance or excessive erosion can be angle for the' basin depth was found to be 45' LHvlY = 
tolerated? Final designs of larger structures 'may 1) while the maximizing;dnglefor the basin width and 
require individual model studies to determine the length was approximately 35' ( H v N  = 21. When the 
optimum plunge basin dimensions. tailwater depth is  greater than one-fourth of the total 

energy head [(Hv + YTT) < 41, the data indicate that. 
the maximizing angle becomes steeper t H V N  becomes 

CONCLUSIONS smaller) as the ratio of the total energy head to the 
tailwater depth becomes smaller. 

1. plunge basin depth. width. and length (caused by 
scour) can be yredicted through the use of dimension- 5. Effect of jet size: - It was.also observed that for a 
less parameters' that consider outlet velocity, outlet specific jet (a particular total energy' head and a 

.::-diameter, drop from outlet to tailwater, tailwater particular angle of penetration] with a specific :ail- ,: 
'' depth, and riprap size. .. .. .. 

: water depth, there exist only singular values for the 

;I ,ratios of basin length, width, and depth to the diameter 
' ' ' 

2. ~ffectof.tailwater depth. - Figures 6, 7, and 8'a the jet ar the outlet. This indicates that for a 
used tpe&luate'the significance of tailwater depth ndition she basin diqensions are direct1 
determining basin depth, basin width, and basinlengt rtional to the jet diameter. 

' - respectively.By holding the total energy head (Hv + 
Y).the angleaf penetration (HV/Y) and thejet diamet Effect of riprap size. - The effects of r i G i  
(DJ constant, the curves indicate that tailwater dep tiough only partially evaluated, were found to be of 
(Ti has a significant effect on the depth of scour ID condarv importance. Only w o  riprap size ranges 
only when the tailwater depth i s  more than 1120 of re observed in this study, but over those ranges no 
total energy head. Above this limit;: scour de ect influenced by riprap' size was observed when the 
decreases as tailwater depth increases, In a nonlinear angle of penetration was less than 45' (HvlY > 1 ).The 
fashion, Figure 6. Figures 7 and 8 shi)w that basin depth of scour was found to vary with riprap sizz when 
length and width re.-& maximum vaiues a t  specific the angle of penetration was greater than 45 . This 
tailwater depths. Furthermore, the reduking values of variation became greater as the angle approached go0. 
WIDo and LIDo a t  higher values of (Hv -f Y ) i l  suggest % However, over the size rangeobserved the riprap size 
a narrower, shorter, and deeper scour hole as the was found to have no effect a t  a l l  on the basin width or 

,. ' tailwater depth decreases. length. 
.~ : ., ~ 

Effect of tota! energy head. - Similarly, Figures 6, 7. The anal~sis~developed i s  for outlets that hoci- .. 
7, and 8 are used to evaluate the significance of total zontally discharge jets with compact, fairly organized 
energy head by holding all other factors constant:,A cross sections. A method is  developed that allows the 
constant angle of penetration (Hv/Yl necessarily dic- study ofoutlets that are tilted downward. Prototype 
taws that Hv and Y must vary by the Same percentage jets that are less organized or that have less compact 
when varying the quantity Hv + Y. Figure 6 shows, as cross sections than the jets studied in the model can be 

: implied in the previous conclusion, that the total expected to cause less scour than predicted by the 
energy head rnust exceed the tailwater depth by 20 model. In this sense the analysis may be conservative, 
times before 'the effect on scour depth becomes depending on the flow situation. 
insignificant. At total:energy head values below this ,.,, 
limit, the depth of scour decreases nonlinearly as the 8, The model represents protowpe scour as i t  would 
total energ), head.decreases. Figures 7 and 8 show that result from the \va.$liing out of material. However, it 
basm width and length reach maximum values at cannot represent the scour that results from abras~on, 



uplift, or other processes. Thus, denending on the 
situation, this factor tends to make the analysis less 
conservative (predicting a smaller scour hole than 
might actually occur). Comparison with prototype 
information is  limited but shows the analysis developed 
in this study to be reasonably accurate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Value Engineering Team No. 8 was formed within the 
Chief Engineer's Office of the Bureau of Reclamation 
to find a simpler and less expensive method than the 
use of a conventional stilling basin for dissipating the 
energy in jets from gates and valves. Since plunge 
basins appeared to meet these requirements, the model 
study described here was initiated to provide general 
guidelines for preparing feasibility designs of plunge 
basins. 

A plunge basin i s  a deep poot into which a free jet of 
water (from either a spillway or an nutlet works 
structure) falls. The hydraulic action that results 
dissipates the cnergy in the jet. The basin may be either 
constructed or allcwed to be scoured by the hydraulic 
action. If the basin i s  constructed, the basin may be 
unlined or lined with riprap or concrete, depending on 
i i ~ e  circumstances. The results of this study supply 
length, depth, width. and location dimensions for 
riprap-lined basins. The data are representative of 
unlined basins for which the prototype rock material i s  
adequately represented by the gravels in the model. 
Concrete-lined basins, sized by the results of this study, 
would be larger than necessary. If the basin i s  scoured. 
the added factor of scoured material deposits must be 
considered. As the scour occurs, degraded material is  
carried from the basin hy high velocity flows. As the 
flows lose velccity and therefore sediment transport 
ability, the material is  deposited. The result is  the 
formation of a crescent-shaped bar just downstream 
from the bssin. These deposits were not studied during 
the tests because o i  an em~hasts on constructed basins, 
but the tendency for the bar to cause a smaller stable 
basin was noted. 

THE MODEL 

The initial model, Figure 1,  consisted of a 1- by l-inch 
12.54- by 2.54-cent~meter (cmll sheet metal slide gate 
dischbrging from a 1. by l.inch conduit, 12 inches 
(30.48 cm) long, into a bed of fine gravel contained in 
a box 3 feet (1.051 meters) wide by 9.5 feet (2.74 
meters) long. In the first tests. about 90 percent of the 
gravel had an average diameter of between one-eighth 
and threesixteenths inch (0.32 and 0.48 cm). Later 

tests in the facility used gravel ranging in size from 
threeeighths to one-half inch (0.95 to 1.27 cm). The 
top of the gravel bed was initially placed 22 inc1;as 
(55.9 cml below the invert of thegate but could easily 
be raised to increase the range of testing. The tailwater 
depth above the bed could be adjusted from 2 inches 
(5.08 cml to 12 inches (30.48 cm). 

Flow from the gate discharged through a short gate 
frame. one-fourth inch (0.64 cm) long. before falling 
freely to the tailwater puol. A sheet metal shield was 
inserted i : ~  the free jet  to instantly spread and deflect 
the jet downward to prevent disrupticn of the scour 
pattern at the beginning and end of each test. Figure 2. 
Flow to the 1- by l-inch (2..54- by 2.54sml conduit 
was from an 18- by 24.inch (45.72-by 60.96.cmldrum 
through a &inch (14.24.cm) diameter pipe and a 
12-inch (30.48.cm) long transition. The flow to the 
drum was measured using the 8-inch (20.32-cm) orifice 
Venturi meter permanently installed in the laboratory 
supply system. 

After completion of f ~ s t s  on the small model. a larger 
facility was built. Figure 3. 'The model cor~sisted of a 
2.75-irich (6.98-cni) diameter nozzle discharging into a 

Figure 1. One- by one-inch slide gate model and plunge 
pool. 



Figure 2. Shield to spread and deflect the jet  away from 
the scour test area. 

21.inch (53.3-cml deep bed o f  gravel. Water was 
supplied t o  the nozzle through a 30.inch (76.2-cm) 
diameter tank and a 6-inch (15.2-cm) diam?ter, 36-inch 
(91.4-cm) long section of approach pipe. Fig:lre 3. The 
6-inch (15.2-cm) diameter approach pipe had f low 
straighteners through its entire length. Discharges 
throurjh the nozzle were measured with a 4-inch (10.2- 
cm) diameter Venturi meter. The gravel bed i n  which 
the jet erodes was 14 feet (4.3 meters) long and 10 feet 
(3.1 meters) wide. The gravei used in this model was 
between 314 and 1% inches (1 3 1  and ,3.81 crn) i n  
diameter. The top o f  t h ~  gravel bed was 89 inches 
(226.0 cm) below the inverf of the nozzle. The 
tailwater depth above the bed could be adjusted from 0 
to as much as 24 inches (61 cm). 

THE INVESTIGATION 

Analysis o f  the Problem 

The investigation began by first referring to several 
publications concerned wi th  the design of plunge 
basins or wi th the depth and extent of scour to  be 
expected.' ' '*". ' '5 " . Most o f  the references are con- 
cerned with ; jet from a flip bucket spillway and, 
therefore, are not direc!ly applicable to  f low from a 
gate. However, from the review of these references, i t  
was determined that the depth and extent of scour of a 
plunge basin wi l l  depend upon a number o f  hydraulic 
parameters, including outlet area, outlet velocity, 
height of fall. tailwater depth, riprap size, and the 
degree of aeration and disintegration of the jet. Other 
factors to be con;idered are the size or width of the 
channel, the duration of the scouring period, and the 

Figure 3. Lame model and plunge pool 

shape of  the cross.sectional area of the jet at the point 
of releare. 

Of these parameters, the outlet area. outlet velocity. 
height of fall, tailwater depth, and riprap size were 
studied. Aeration and disintegration of the jet, width 
of the channel, and shape of  the cross.sectional area of 
the jet tend to  change with structure a ~ d  specific 
operation and are, therefore, not well suited for 
considerction in this ganerai research study. Duration 
of the scour period is considered in the study only in 
that all tests were run until no additional scour 
occurred. Previous studies also have indicated that 
riprap size is of only secondary importance in affecting 
the depth of scour. 

From this analysis, i t  was decided to proceed with the 
investigation by constructing a small model in which 
scour measurements could easily be made i n  a readily 

'Superscripts indicate references 
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above could be easily varied. This initial model would 'full open gate. ' I t  was felt that partial gate openings 
give both direction and preliminary soiutions to the TLvould create jet cross sections that were beyond the 
study. The data collected from this model worlld intended scope of this study. 
require refinement and extension to be of practicable 
use. For this reason the larger model was built and Small Model Tests 

. . studied after the completion of tests on the small ' ' 

model. Test procedure and objectivtis on the two Three different series of tests were run with the small 
models were quite similai " Z  model: The first two used 118- to 3/16.inch (C.32- to 

0.48-cm) gravel and the third used 318- to 112-inch . . 
Efforts were then made to form dimensionless relation- (0.95- to 1.27-cm) gravel. The duration of each t e s t  in 
ships among, the hydraulic parameters and establish. the first series varied from 30 minutes to 2 hours 
design criteria for the plunge basin and riprap require- depending upon the amount o f  scour and the size of' 
ment from the scour hole measurements. Such relation- the deposit fromthe scour. 
ships were established from the results of the investiga- 
tion. The data shown in Figure 5 were obtained, after whic 

the deposit of erodible material was removed and th 
I t  may be desirable in some cases, particularly for test continued, usually for an hour, but a: least unti : 

. larger structures, torefine this design. Model studiesof the deposit needed to be removed again. The deposi;'o 
specific installations can consider factors that were bar appeared to stabilize the basin a t  a size somewha 
beyond the scope of the 'study and can', therefore. smaller than that which would be stable i f  the bar we 

provide the most economical and functional design. not present. These tests were run Vvith the dimension,.. ~, 

: "2:: in Figure 5-set at 22 inches (55.9 cm) .ind at ,  20'.,', .~ . 
-' In order that t h l  model test. would repksent a wide incher'(5078 cmi. 

range of typical'op~rating conditions, the discharge , . . 

curves for ..thk 4-, by 4-foot (1.22- by 1.22-meter) , T 
:a.uxiliary outlet works slide gate at ~avajo Dam, Figure . , op 
4; here used to determine low- and high-head operating, 20 
conditions to be tested. Thus, the 1- by 1-inch (2.54- du 
by 2.54-cm) initial model gate provided a 1 :48 scale of , amount of scour. and 
Navajo gate. Because of the small size of the initial removal of the depo 
model, the minimum prototype discharge that could be r 
represented satisfactorily was approximately 600 cubic ac 
feet per second (ft3/s) [17 cubiC meters per. 
!m3/s!l. This could be dkchargsd at full gate op 
with: ;l head o f  approximately ,,30 feet (9.1 m 

.. . 7,>- - 7 9  ~- .. Other flows up to approximately 1,800 ft3/s (51.0 
mvs) with a head,slightly over 300 feet !91,me 
the protowpe were also represented iri the' 
testing program. n the anlount ofscour. As with-the second series. 

tests were not interrupted for the removal of the 
A circular nazzle was used in the larger mode 
of a square gate in order to establish a mor 
defined jet. Slide gates:&ere tried in the larger model, the t 
but; i t  was found that jets from slide gates wer< very (0.9 
disorganized and inconsistent. I t  was felt that the clearly 
defined jet from the nozzle would provide more precise Large ModelTests 
and consistent data on extent and size of bas 
This basin would be larger than those produce 
organized jets and should yield a conservative design. inc 
Based on tbe outlet cross-sectional area, the 2.75-inch vary from 3.25 inches (8.3 cm) to 22.75 inches (57.8 
(6.98-cm) diameter nozzle would represent a 1:19.7 cm). $.gravel with stones ranging in diameter from 

scale model ofthe Navajo outlet. Prototype discharges 0.75 to 1.50 inches (1.9 to 3.8 cm) was used. The tests 









approximately 25' (Hv/Y .< 4.61, the impingement through the tailwater decreases and the total velocity 
angle may also be considered the angle of attack of the at the bed increases. However, as previously men- 
jet on  the bed. A t  f lat angles (less than 25') previous tioned, when the angle increasbs, the horizontal com- 
studies have indicated that the jet may n o t  penetrate ponent of the velocity decreases, which reduces the 
the pool bu t  instead may dissipate its energy by flow's ability t o  carry material away from-the basin. 
creating surface waves. I t  is recommended, therefore, Thismeans there, is an increase of depths"of.scour as 
that 25' should be the minimum angle of penetration the angie of penetration increases, t o  45*, and then 
allowed. A t  times i t  may be desirable t o  t i l t  the gate . there is ar, apparent lack o f  effect for a1iglenabove45~. 







between ihe jet path length through the  ailw water and 
the magnitude of :the horizontal component of the 
velocity at the bed material. It was also observed that 
values of (Hv + Y ) / T  existed. for given HvIY values, at 

which the scour appeared to m6ximize. The basin size 
also tended to stabilizeat higher IH, t Y)/T-.;alues for 
specific angles of penetration. Reasons foi':thcse twa 
trends are uncertain. The size of riprap was f.oimd to be 
of no significance with respect to lsngth arid width of 

-, vertical components. The horizontal component i s  used 
as the discharge velocity from a hypothetical hori- 
zontal gate. The vertical component is converted to a 
velocity head which is  added to the Y value (distance 
from outlet to tailwater surface) of the tilted wiltlet. 
 is summa?ion yields the Y value for the hypothetical 

.-horizontal outlet. In effect; this procedure assumes 
that me jet as i t  leaves the tilted o ~ t l e t  i s  a jet from a 
horizontal outlet, part way through i t s  free trajectory. . .. 

the basin over the size range s t  After CAnputation of the basin dimensions from 
Fiaures 6. 7. and 8. the location of the basin i s  > ,. 

Location o f  Smur Hole de&nined by straighifomard use of the equation of 
the trajectory of a jet from a tilted outlet. c 

Rather than try t o  relat ., . . 
head, angle of c :ct:z?.ion itationi ofthe Analysis 
decided i o  relateits location to the imoinoement m i n t  . < 

of the theoret~cal jet trajectory path on the channel To summarize, severa:  mita tat ions exlst in the analys~s: 
h d  

1.  he design c&es are not extensive enough to 
The free jet path can be studied to i ie ld  the location of h m d l i  all possibleoperating conditions. Because of 
impact and angle of penetration a t  the tailwater - physical limitations in the model, tests were not run 
suiface. The .path is then extended frorrrthe impact for a l l  conceivable velocity heads, dropsirom the 

outlet to the tailwater surface, and tailwater depths point to the  bed surface as a straight line sloping a! the 
ang!e of penett ation. This schbmi was not stfictly ., that might be encountered in  prototype designs. : 

verified in this study, but i t  has been obsarved and . - 
. . 

discussed by Mikhalev? Grauitaticnal effects on the jet 2. Only full open gates liets with circular. square, or 
would be minimal once the jet enteied the tailmater, a t  least very mmpact cross sockionsl were studied. 
and the jet would tend to follow a straight line rather The effects of air resistance' on the free jet were 
then a free-fall trajector;. Model data show reasonable therefore minimized as were, the. effects of jet 
agreementwith this procedure. - .  dispersion ' and velocity reduction as it passes 

through thetailwater. 
It should be noted that as the jet passes through the , . . 

tailwater, the jet is,,dispersed.. The highest velocities 3. Only a'very limited rmge of relative gravel sizes 
would-: be located along the'previously predicted path. was studied. Although the material size appears to 
The greatest depth i ~ f  scour, cherefore, would also be be a parameter of secondary im&rtance;it did have 
along the previousl~ predicted path. The Goint of some effect w e r  the limited range observed. As 
intersection between the projected path and the bed prototype material size varies beyond ;the range 
surface should thus be tonsidered as the center point tested, it can be expected to have greater rnodifyine 
of the basin. 

. . 
, effects. 

,' ' 
Analysis for Tilted Outlets 

I ., 
The total analysis, as  previous!^ described for outlets 
discharging horizontally, may be applied with caution 
to downward-tilted outlets. A downward.tiltedoutlet 
might be considered in situations w h m  a horizontal. 
outlet would release a jet whose angle of penstration is  
flatter than 25'. The reason that th~i:.?aaiysis must be 
applied with cairtion is simply that ui:!&,horizonial 
outlets were obssrt:ed in the model stuo,.,.. ar~d no 

4. Scour r~sult ing from abrasion, uplift of massive 
blocks, or proyzsses other than s~mple erosmn were 
not evaiuated in these studies. Dependmg on the 
particular situation, they may be of significance. 

Thsse limitations should be recognized when applying 
the criteria in designing a plunge basin. As previously 
stated, over the,range studied, the gravel size had little 
effect on lengthand width of scour and'affected debth 
of scour only for angles of penetration greater than 

definite observations were made of tilted out?&.>flow. 45-. Chee and padiyari developed the equation: 
"a:., ,I. 

>A' 



Y = 263 feet 180 meters) 
where' 

5 Using the analysis developed this report, Figure 6, a 
Dm =Scour depth. sf. basin below fl ip buc epth o f  -scoui"of 148 feet (45 meters) was predicted . ~ 

i ieetl or riprap with anassumed mean 'diameter of 3.9 feet 
q =Un i t  spillway discharye 1ft31slfeet) 1.2 meters). I n  comparison, the zero scour tailwater 
H =.Head difference between headwater an depth was computed t o b p  310 feet (94 meters). S t e r  

- tailwater levels (feet1 ... 10 years of operation, ihe depth of the basin was 
d =Mean bed material diameter (ieetl observed to  be 190 feet (58 meters) (about 20 percent 

more than predicted). The spillway was extensivelv 
This shows the riprap size. to be of onlv minor used throughout the 10 years. It would seem that the 
significance since the material diameter -has such a difference between the predicted and observed depths 
small exponent. Chee and Padiyar also quote others probably cap be primarily attributed to two maj 
who have had similar experiehce. Their equation-could factors. The first is tha: fnore'than, o m  jet has be 
be used to  estimate the effects o ?  using larger or operated at one time. Since the six jets i re  arrang 
smaller materials than those described in this report. so that they penetrate the pool at locations fairly close 

to each other, the scour effects of the adjacent jets 
It shogld also be noted that basins designed from this cannot be considered independently. That is, two jets 
report should be conservative for less concentrated and operating together can be expected to  cause a greater 
organized jets. Less concentratediets should break UP , scour than one operating alone, three can be expected 
and aerate quicker in their free trajectoriesand reduce to cause a greatei. scour than two, etc. The second, 
their velocities quicker as sbmerged jets.These effects , factor is that abrasive erosion Bnd e ~ ~ e c i a l l y u p l i f t  of 
combine to  decrease the depth of penetration by the 

' 

massive blocks occur at Kariba while they were not 
jet which delivers less concentrated scour energy to the evaluated in the model. The.rock at the Kariba site is 
bed material. The required basins would. ttierefore, be massive fissured material and thus i s  susceptible to  
smaller. uplift. These additional erosion mechanisms would 

tend to  create larger scour hcles than :ho,se observed in 
Only scour resulting from the direct lifting of the ; the model. 
material by the f low could be evaluated in the model. 
Scour resulting from other' processes can be expected Attempts were made to  find other prototype structures '' 

in the prototpye. In  particular situations these pro- that might add verification to  ihis study's findings. No 
cesses can be expecnd to cause jignificant additional pertinent information was found on ;*-~tures whose 
scour. Abrasive erosion which results from loose physical parameters f i t  within the limitations of the 
material being washed against the basin boundaries in a analysis. Twc structures, the outlet works a t  Deer ' 
"back mill".type action can be eipkcted to  occur to C~eek Dam and the outlet works at Deerfield Dam, 
some extent at all sites. When high velocity jets have riprap-lined plunge basins but offer littleverifica- 
impinge on massive fissured rock, uplift may result i n  tion because in both cases the angle of penetration was 

,~ 
very significant scour under certain conditions. H i g h  much flatter than 25' (HvIY < 4.6). As previously 
pressures may develop in the fissures because of stated, at these flat angles the jet wit? not fully 

stagnation o i  the jet's velocity. These pressures may penetrate the pool and high sut-ixe turbulence wil l  

then actually lift hugeblocks out of the bed material. occur. These ionditions have been observed at the two :/ 

In any case'these additional erosion processes would sites. Efforts to find additional prototypeverification 
tend to make the required basin larger than that wil l  con:inue. 
predicted by the analysis. Thmfore,  they tend. to I-L 

make the design less conservative and thus have. the Shape of Basink-\:, 
opposite effect to  that of a less organized jet. !:. '' 

Although no detailed data were taken&eneral observa- 
Kariba  am' on the Zanibezi diver (beween Zambia tions indicate that placement of the deepest Scour5? 
and Rhodesia) has six. oate-controlled. free traiectorv point in the middle of the basin with the leilgth and - 
jets which compose i t s  spillway. For one o f  these jets: wldth center t it yields a satisfactory deslgn for 
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the minor and majo~? axes of the basin. Three points ~ '' 
will define a specific circular arc. These circular arcs 
should be used to define the minor and major basin an 
cross sections. The intersection of the basin with the 

smsoth curves. To establish a basin shape . X L  7 Vt  + T (cot 0) = 
thst would function over a range of bperating cbndi- = 190 feet (57.9 n~ 
tions, the required bashsize and location for both the 

Horizontal Outlet (Hv+Y)/T= 78.8/16 =4.93 

is  to discharge 1.60G :t3/s i28.3 m3/sJ at full gat? 
openins into a pool 16 feet (4.9 meters) deep. The gs;e~ 
is  todischarge horizontally from an inveit elevation of 
40 feet (12.2 meters) above the tailwater pool. 

ort=1.58sec . 
From Figure 6: :' 

would be 95 + 57.4 + 42 or 194.4 feet (59.3 meters). 
The zero rcour tailwater depth may alsqbe computed The width would vary from 76.2 to 96 feet (23.2to 
using Figure 6. If Hv/Y = 3.88 and Ds = V'then: 29.3 ,meters). The mean diameter of riprap lining could 

van/ from 6 inches (0.13 x 4 feet) (15.2 cm) to,16 

or T = the zero scour tailwater 
= 195.315 

if the same gate is operated under the same conditions 

depth of 39.1 feet :(I 1.8 meters) 
conservative. 





be 40 + (155.3 - 137.2) = 58.1 feet (17.7 mete 

These yield:' 

T o  locate the basin. 
tilted outlet: 

Solution of  this quadrat' 

t =  1.175sec 

meters) from the tilted outlet. 

V - 5 0  ftls (15.3 mls) 

. + Y V T  = 78.8116 = 4.93 Research. Vol. 1 ,1965. .  
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